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Supplementary Material S1. PBPK Modeling 

1. Background 

Aiming to understand intestinal dissolution of the investigated formulations, a phys-

iologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model was established and fitted to the ob-

tained PK-profiles to extract simulated in vivo dissolution curves. With this, an attempt 

was made to bridge the limited feasibility of interventions in the clinical study to the needs 

of in vivo dissolution results for rational formulation development. 

2. Methods 

The PBPK-modeling was performed using the open-source PBPK software PK-Sim 

Version 8 (2020, Open Systems Pharmacology). In the first step, the PBPK-model param-

eters were fitted to the experimentally measured PK profile of intervention 3 (solution of 

efavirenz 3 mg) to calibrate the model. Where available, published or calculated data were 

used as starting values for the fitting. In a second step, the obtained parameters of the 

solution (intervention 3) were kept constant and Weibull dissolution [1] parameters were 

fitted to the experimentally measured PK profiles of intervention 1 (ASD of efavirenz 50 

mg), intervention 2 (dissolved ASD of efavirenz 50 mg), and the marketed formulation. 

Details on PBPK model fitting are given in Table S1 (constant PBPK model parameters for 

all interventions and the marketed formulation), Table S2 (fitting parameters for interven-

tion 3 and subsequently intervention 1, 2, and the marketed formulation), and Table S3 

(fitting parameters of Weibull functions for intervention 1, 2, and the marketed formula-

tion). 

Table S1. Constant PBPK parameters. 
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Parameter Setting Source 

Individual European (prebuilt in PK-Sim) [2] 

Fraction unbound 3% [3] 

Molecular weight 325.68 g/mol [3] 

Solubility (FaSSIF) 0.19 mg/mL [4] 

Partition coefficients calculating method PK-Sim Standard - 

Cellular permeabilities calculation method PK-Sim Standard - 
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Table S2. PBPK fitting parameters. 

Parameter Fitted for Intervention Identified Value Starting Value Source Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Lipophilicity 1 3.24 log units 4.02 log units [3] 2.00 6.00 

Permeability 1 0.13 cm/min 1.48 cm/min a 0.0148 cm/min 148 cm/min 

Renal plasma clearance 1 0.58 mL/min/kg 0 mL/min/kg - 0 mL/min/kg 20 mL/min/kg 

Intestinal Permeability 1 1.20·10−4 cm/min 3.09·10−3 cm/min a 3.09·10−3 cm/min 0.309 cm/min 

Weibull dissolution time 2, 3, marketed b 1 - 0.001 10 

Weibull dissolution shape 2, 3, marketed b 0.001 min - 0.001 min 360 min 

Weibull lag time 2, 3, marketed b 0.001 min - 0.001 min 360 min 
a Predicted by PK-Sim®, b Listed in Table S3. 

Table S3. Weibull model fitting parameters. 

Parameter 
Dissolution 

Shape 

Dissolution 

Time [min] 

Lag Time 

[min] 

Intervention 1 (ASD) 0.71 65.05 0.001 

Intervention 2 (dissolved ASD) 0.84 1.51 0.00 

Marketed formulation 0.61 87.56 3.03 

A Monte Carlo algorithm implemented in PK-Sim was used for model fitting. Due to 

the limited number of sampling points, the Runge's phenomenon (oscillation of the fitted 

function around the experimentally measured data points) was observed when modeling 

enterohepatic recirculation. Therefore, enterohepatic recirculation was neglected in the 

model, as also described in the literature [5]. 

3. Results 

Figure S1 shows the modeled dissolved concentration vs. time curves of efavirenz in 

the gastrointestinal tract based on PBPK model fitting of experimentally measured plasma 

concentration vs. time curves. For intervention 2 (dissolved ASD of efavirenz 50 mg), an 

immediate dissolution was modeled. In the case of intervention 1 (ASD of efavirenz 50 

mg), the model showed a complete dissolution within 40 h, while for the marketed for-

mulation (efavirenz 50 mg) an incomplete dissolution up to 80% was modeled based on 

results of experimentally measured plasma concentrations over 72 h. 
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Figure S1. Concentration vs. time curves of dissolved efavirenz in the gastrointestinal tract. Mod-

eled curves based on fitting a PBPK model to the experimentally measured PK profiles of inter-

vention 1 (ASD of efavirenz 50 mg, dashed line), intervention 2 (dissolved ASD of efavirenz 50 

mg, solid line), and the marketed formulation (efavirenz 50 mg, dotted line). The model was previ-

ously calibrated based on experimentally measured PK profiles of intervention 3 (solution of efavi-

renz 3 mg). 

4. Discussion 

The model suggests that intervention 2 (dissolved ASD of efavirenz 50 mg) was in-

stantly and completely delivered through the intestinal wall (as compared to intervention 

3, the solution of efavirenz, to which the model was calibrated prior to fitting the dissolu-

tion curves in Figure S1). This highlights that through the dissolved ASD formulation, a 

higher dose (50 mg) compared to the pure efavirenz solution (3 mg, dose limited by solu-

bility) was delivered with the same pharmacokinetic properties. With respect to the func-

tion of the drug-rich particles presumably formed upon dissolution of the ASD, it could 

be assumed that they are an efficient drug delivery system. This effect seems to also en-

hance the absorption pharmacokinetics of intervention 1 (ASD of efavirenz 50 mg). How-

ever, here the dissolution overall was slow and time to dissolution comparable to the over-

all transit time of 44 h (including colon transition) used in PK-Sim. Based on the modeled 

dissolution of intervention 2 (dissolved ASD of efavirenz 50 mg), it could be assumed that 

this slower dissolution was mainly based on the dissolution of the ASD from solid to liq-

uid (presumably under formation of drug-rich particles). The marketed formulation 

(efavirenz 50 mg) showed an even slower dissolution in the model, indicating an incom-

plete dissolution and excretion of undissolved drug substance. 

The model has several limitations. Mostly, it can only be partially validated based on 

the available data due to the lack of an intravenous formulation of efavirenz and therefore 

the lack of intravenous PK data. With this, bioavailability is unknown and it cannot be 

estimated if the excretion of undissolved drug in the marketed formulation is feasible. 

Based on these limitations, intervention 3 (efavirenz solution 3 mg) was the best possible 

way to calibrate the model. Furthermore, while the model takes into account high protein 

binding and affinity to adipose tissue of efavirenz, these drug properties are expected to 

introduce more critical parameters into the model and therefore more uncertainties. 
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With these limitations, the PBPK model fitting strengthens and further details inter-

pretations made on classical pharmacokinetic analysis alone. It is an attempt to extract 

most relevant properties of formulation behavior, i.e. intestinal dissolution, from the in-

direct experimental measurement of plasma concentration -time curves. It highlights, that 

even small differences in PK profiles could be based on larger differences in dissolution 

behavior of the formulation. Such analysis of formulation behavior beyond PK profiles 

could contribute to the development of more complex formulations such as ASDs. 

Supplementary Material S2. Dynamic Light Scattering of intervention 2 (dissolved 

ASD of efavirenz 50 mg) 

To characterize the drug-rich particles formed upon dissolution in intervention 2 

(compare to 2.3 study interventions), the particle size was measured by dynamic light 

scattering on a Zetasizer (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK). The ASD of efavirenz was 

dissolved in a solution of 10 mL of a medical sodium phosphate solution (Colophos®) 

added to 490 mL of MiliQ Water. The results showed unimodal particle size distribution 

with a mean particle size of 96.6 nm, thus confirming the presence of drug-rich particles 

in the drinking solution. 
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